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W. Schmidt has defined the (a,/?)-game and has applied it to the set of badly 
approximable numbers (Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 123 (1966), 178-199). This paper 
looks at some slight variations of Schmidt’s game and applies them in a similar 
way, thus proving: 
Let E’ E (0. i] and f,,f, ,..., be real valued functions on some real interval 1. 
Suppose that for each J” and each x E I (with possibly a countable number of 
exceptions) there is some open neighborhood 0, of .Y and some E” > 0 such that for 
any intervals J, and J, with x E J, c J, c 0,. 
Then there exist in continuum many a such that each of f,(a), fr(a),..., is badly 
approximable. IQ 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
THE (a, P)-GAME 
Let 0 < a < 1 and 0 < j3 < 1 and S G R. Then the (a,@-game on S is 
played as follows. First Black picks a compact real interval B, of any length 
l(B,). Then White picks a compact interval W, E B, of length 1( W,) = 
al(B,). Black follows this with a compact interval B, C W, of length l(B,) = 
/3(B,), etc. Thus a nested sequence of compact intervals is produced with 
lengths approaching 0. Then n FZ, B, = n ;P= r W, which is a single point, 
and White wins if this point is in S (see [6 or 71). 
We will not be playing the ((r,p)-game, but the following variations. 
THE (7, $)-GAME 
Let p= (p,, T*,,...) be a summable sequence of positive reals and let 
6 = (6,, 6, ,...) be a decreasing sequence of positive reals which converges to 
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0. Suppose that 6, = C,“=i y,,, 6, = C,“r y “,..., or equivalently, yi = 6, - 6,) 
y* = 6, - 6 2,“” Then the following two games on S, played by players I and 
II are equivalent: 
y-game on S: 
I: /“‘\ /“‘\ 
II: a, a2 . ..* 
RULES. O,<a,,<y,forn~l,IwinsifC~==,a,ES. 
J-game on S: 
I: 
/B’\B /“I\ 
II: B, 2 . . . . 
RULES. Each B, is a compact real interval. l(B,) = a,,, B,, , E B, C 
[O,oo). I wins z~fl~f,B,,ES. 
Since we will-want to use both forms of the game simultaneously, we refer 
to it as the (7, @-game on S. 
THE E-GAME 
Let 1 > E > 0. Players I and II play the s-game on S G R as follows: 
RULES. Each B, is a compact real interval of length l(B,) = 6,) B, + , c 
B, G [O, 00)~ and J,,, 1 C 6,. Player II automatically loses unless 6,, ,/S, is 
bounded above zero, and eventually remains less than or equal to E. 
Otherwise I wins if nrfO B, E S. 
DEFINITION. A set S c R is called winning if (39 f > a,,+ i/s,, > E > 0 
implies that player I has a winning strategy in the (7, @-game on S. 
DEFINITION. A set S c R is called uniformly winning if there is a 
strategy u for player I which gives each move, B,, + I as a function of (E, B,, 
B 1 v--, Bz,, 6 2n+1)9 an w  ic wins the (7, d)-game for player I whenever d h h 
f > 6, + i/S,, > E > 0 holds for every n = 0, 1, 2,... . 
DEFINITION. A set S G [R is called s-winning if player I has a winning 
strategy in the s-game on S. 
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PROPOSITION 1. In any (jt,& game, if j >, 6,+ i/S, > E holds for some 
E > 0 then 1 - E > y , ,,+ , /y, > E also holds for some E > 0. 
proof: (Y,,+~/Y,) = (6, - &+,)/(L - 4,) and 1 -E > Ul - UL,(i) 
~(~“-~“+l)/(~,-l-~,)~f~,/~“-l~~f. 
PROPOSITION 2. Any untformly winning set S is e-winning for 0 < E < i. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that E = 4. Fix a strategy u for 
player I which witnesses that S is uniformly winning. To win the f-game on 
S, player I assumes that f > 6,,+ r/S,, > f and plays according to u. If this 
assumption ever fails, then at that point he starts the strategy u all over 
again and assumes that $ > 6,+ ,/6,,2 %. If this ever fails then he starts over 
again assuming f 2 6,+ i/6,, > &, etc. If all of the assumptions fail then 
player II automatically loses. Otherwise at some point player I makes a 
correct assumption and wins the game. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 0 < E & f . Then the complement of any countable 
subset of reals is s-winning. 
Proof. Assume after some point in the game that 6,+ ,/S, < j . Then 
player I may completely avoid any real number within his next two moves. 
Hence throughout the entire game he may avoid any countable set. 
PROPOSITION 4. Every e-winning set S, has a nonempty perfect subset 
(and hence cardinality of the continuum) in any positive real interval I. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that E Q f . Fix a winning 
strategy for player I in the e-game on S. Consider all possible outcomes of 
the game where player I follows his winning strategy, and player II plays 
I, = 1, 6, = l(I) E”, and each ZZn+ 2 contains one endpoint of I,,, + , . Then the 
set of all such outcomes is easily a nonempty, closed subset of S n1, with 
no isolated points. 
Notation. Let J be a real interval and f a real-valued function. Then 
f [J] = the smallest closed interval containing the range off on J. 
THEOREM 1. Let (E, E’} E (0, 1) and let f be a real-valued function with 
domain XC_ R. Suppose that for every x E X there is some open 
neighborhood 0, of x and some E” > 0 such that for any two intervals J, and 
J, with xEJ,~_J,EO,, 
-E! aE’I < l(f [Jzl) <E l(JJ 
4J,> ’ t(f [Jll) ’ * 
Then f - ’ [S] u 1X is s’-winning whenever S is e-winning. 
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ProoJ First notice that the hypothesis implies f is continuous on its 
domain X. We will play the &‘-game on f -’ [S] U 1X and the s-game on S 
at the same time. We will describe a strategy for player I in the &‘-game 
using a fixed winning strategy for player I in the e-game and assuming 
without loss of generality that player II does not automatically lose the E’- 
game. 
Suppose player II starts the &‘-game with S;, 6; , I;, where I(&) = 8; and 
S; < &,. In the s-game we will move for player II. Let his first move be 
S, = Z(f[I;]), 6, = E&,, I,, =f[I;]. F o 11 owing his winning strategy, let player 
I’s response be an interval I, of length /(I,) = 6,. 
Going back to the &‘-game, we must find a suitable response, I;, for 
player I. If possible, let 1; be any legal move such that f [I;] c I,. If this is 
not possible, let 1; be any legal move such that f[l{] 2 I,, and furthermore 
let him start the strategy all over again on his next move. By the continuity 
off, one of these two choices will always be possible. This completes the first 
round of moves. 
Continuing in this way we describe a strategy for player I in the s-game, 
where I(I,) = 6,, I(IA) = SA, l(f[I;,]) = &,,, and E&,, = &+, . This is a 
winning strategy by the following two claims. 
Claim 1. If player I starts the strategy over infinitely often, then the 
result of the &‘-game is not in X. 
Proo_f: Suppose x = flZ:, E X. Let 0, be as promised in the hypothesis. 
Since we are assuming player II does not automatically lose the &‘-game, 
after some point all intervals 1; will be in 0, and each &+ ,/S; < 6’. Let I&+, 
be the next move for player I which makes him start the strategy all over 
again. Then 2(1;,+ I W;,) = &,+,N, < E’, x E G,,, G G, and fl%+,l 2 
I *,,+,. But then by hypothesis, I(f[I;,+,l)~ElGf[zS,l)=&bZn=82n+I = 
Vzn+A and WVI,+,l =Izn+, contradicting the fact that I had to start 
over. 
Claim 2. If player I does not start over infinitely often and x, the result 
of the &‘-game, is in X thenf(x) E S. 
ProoJ Let n be such that player I never starts over after Ii,. Then 
f[l~,]=Z,,~12n+1~f[I;n+,]2f[Z;n+2]~..’. Hencef(~)=nI~, and to 
show f(x) E S it is enough to show that our moves for player II in the E- 
game do not make him automatically lose. 
BY definition, &+ ,/4, = E. Also, 4k+2/~2k+ 1 = ICf[ISk+*l)/&l(f[ISkl), 
where x E I&+* g I& and I(&+ z )/1(&J = 8&+ J&. Hence after some point 
in the game all intervals will be in 0,, and since player II plays legally in the 
&‘-game, 4,+,/&k > tom for some integer m. By hypothesis then, 
4k+Z/4k+ 1 will eventually remain greater than or equal to (E”)~/E and 
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hence 82k+21d2k+l is bounded above 0. Similarly, B&+2/8;k will eventually 
remain <(&I)* and so ~J~~+~/r&+i will eventually remain <(l/s) c* = s. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let E E (0, 1). Then the intersection of countably man-v E- 
winning sets is e-winning. 
Proof Let Ai, i = 1,2,3 ,..., be e-winning sets. Let 
be the c-game played on n Ai. For each Ai fix a winning strategy in the E- 
game on Ai for player I. Then for the e-game on n A i, let player I’s strategy 
be chosen according to the following scheme, 
where in the first of these games, player I plays according to his winning 
strategy for A,, in the second according to his winning strategy on A,, etc. 
Suppose that in the s-game on n A i, player II does not automatically lose. 
Then for some E’ > 0, E’ < 6,+ i/S, and eventually a,+ i/S,, < E. Then in the 
ith game played on Ai the ratios of successive 6’s will be bounded below by 
w2i+‘-’ and eventually bounded above by E. Therefore, player II does not 
automatically lose any of these games and n I, E A, n A, n A, f7 ..a . 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let S be c-winning and X be &‘-winning. Let f, ,f2,..., be 
real-valued functions on X. Suppose that for each f, and each x E X there is 
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some open neighborhood 0, of x and some E” > 0 such that for any intervals 
J, andJ, withxEJ,cJ,EO,, 
Then there is an &‘-winning set on which each of f,(x), f*(x),..., is in S. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 1, f ;‘[S] U 1X, f; ‘[S] U lx,..., are all &‘-winning 
and by hypothesis so is X. Hence by Theorem 2, Xn df; i [S] U 1X) n 
(f;'[s]ulx)n-~ =f ;l[S] nf;l[S] n ..+, is &‘-winning. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Let E’ E (0, f] and S be a uniformly winning set. Let fi, 
f 2,..., be real-valued functions on some interval I. Suppose that for each f, 
and each x E I (with possibly a countable number of exceptions x) there is 
some open neighborhood 0, of x and some E” > 0 such that for any intervals 
J, andJ, withxEJ,GJ,50,, 
I(J,)=,,,,,,<4fdJA),~ 
4J,) ’ l(f,[J11) 2 ’ 
Then there exist in continuum many a such that each of f,(a), f*(a),..., is 
in S. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 3 and Propositions 2, 3, and 4. 
THE BADLY APPROXIMABLE NUMBERS 
We call a real number a badly approximable if there is some constant 
c > 0 such that ] a -p/q] > c/q2 for every rational number p/q. It can be 
shown [4, Theorem 231 that an irrational number a is badly approximable if 
and only if the partial quotients in its continued fraction expansion remain 
bounded. 
THEOREM 4. If for some E > 0, 1 - E > y,,+ ,/y,, > E, then player I has a 
winning strategy in the (7, &-game on BA. 
Proof Let y,, a,, a,, B, be as described in the definition of the (jr, 8)- 
game. Let E be such that 1 - E > yn+ ,/y, > E. Assume without loss of 
generality that y1 < s5/6 and let 6 = yi e/4. We first derive two fundamental 
properties of this game. 
Let m, = 1 and mktl 
e2/a Ym,. 
be the minimal odd integer such that Y,,,,,, < 
Since this choice is minimal, we get ym,+, 2 (e4/2) y,,,, or 
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(y,,+Jy,J >/ e4/2. Also, (ymk/Smk-J > E since the series y1 t y2 t .a%, lies 
below a geometric series. Therefore, (Ym,+,l~m,-1) 2 + NOW 
(Yl 6mk- l)/Yrn,+, < 1 and 26(y,,&~,,,+,)~‘~ < s4/6, so we easily get 
wm,lYm,+,Y’2 + (Y* dmk- l/Y,,+,> < 1. (1) 
Now since ymk,, < E’Y,,,,/~ and dmk+,-, < Y~,,,IE we get dmk+,-, < EY,,,,/~. 
Since jJ is a strictly decreasing sequence, ci’!Jk<~;+‘$~ (y2,- 1 - y2J > 
Y - ymk+] 2 yrnk&. 
2$~,,,~Iy,, so that 
Hence cCk’Ek&&‘i{~2C~2n- 1 - ~~~1) - amk+,- l > ~~42 = 
5 (mkT1)‘2 (Y2n-l -Y2n)) -t(Tmk+,-l > GYmkIYI* (2) 
n=(mk+ 1)/2 
We will now show by induction how player I can force Ix -p/q 1 > 6/q’ 
for each x E B,,-, and each q E [ 1, (y,/y,,)“‘), thus forcing the endpoint of 
the game to be badly approximable. 
Case n = 1. Vacuously true, since (yrly,)” = 1. So assume true for 
n = l,..., k. Player I only has to worry about x E Brnk-, and q E [(yl/ym$“‘, 
(y,/y,,+,)“‘). Let us call a rational p/q “dangerous” if q E [(yJy,,>“‘, 
(yl/y,,+,)“‘) and for some x E Bmk-, we have Ix -p/q1 < 6/q’. 
Claim. There is at most one dangerous rational. 
Proof of Claim. Let p/q and p’/q’ be dangerous, let c be the center of 
B mk- 1, and let x witness that p/q is dangerous. Then (qc -pi < Iqx --pi + 
4 /C--XI <a/q + (@mk-1)12 < J(YmkIY1)1’2 + fdmk-1(YJYmk+,)"2, and simi- 
larly for )q’c-p’(. Hence [qp -q’pI < qlq’c-p’j +q’Iqc-pl < 
~(YIlYmk+,)"2 16(YmklYI) I'* 
mk--IYIIYmk+, 
+ t6mk-*(YdYmk+,)1'21 = 2d(YmklYmk+,)"2 + 
< 1 by (1). Therefore, since I4p’ - q’p I is an integer it must be 
zero and p/q = p’lq’. 
Now, let p/q be the only dangerous rational, if one exists. If p/q > c let 
player I play all zeros for the moves amk,..., amk+,-,. Then no matter what 
player II plays, (the worst he could do is play all y’s) we will have for every 
x E Bmk+l-l that 
c 
(m&+-1)/2 
C-x>fBmk-,- -i- L Y2n 
1 
- Bmk+l- I 
n=(mk+ 1)/2 
1 
=i 
c 
~~:~+~~,~ (Y2n-I- Y2nI) -48mk+l-1 > GYmJYI 
by (2) > 6/q2. Hence p/q - x > c - x > S/q’. 
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On the other hand, ifp/q < c, let player I play all y’s for his moves CX,~,..., 
a 
mk+l-2’ 
Then, no matter what player II plays, (the worst he could do is play 
all O’s) we will have for every x E Bmk+,-l that 
x-c> 2 Yzn- 1 - f 4nk- 1 
n=(mk+ 1)/Z 
=- : ( (mky2 (Yzn-, - Y2J) - bLk+,-, > &nJYl by (2) 2 d/q’. 
n=(rn,+1)/2 
Hence x -p/q > x - c > 6/q2, Hence in either case, (x -p/q) > 6/q2. 
Q.E.D. 
It is clear from the foregoing proof that each move by player I depends 
only on (G &, B, ,..., B,, , JZn+ 1 ) and thus we have actually shown, using 
Proposition 1, that: 
COROLLARY 2. The set of badly approximable numbers is uniformly 
winning. 
The theorem quoted in the abstract now follows by Corollary 1. Notice 
that the hypothesis of that theorem is satisfied if each f, has a nonvanishing 
derivative on I. This is a slight generalization of a sequence of similar 
theorems on badly approximable numbers by Hall [3], Cassels [ 11, 
Davenport [2], and Schmidt [5 and 61. 
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